Web 2.0 Authoring Tools in Higher Education Learning and Teaching:
New Directions for Assessment and Academic Integrity
National Roundtable
rd

Monday 23 November
Jim Potter Room, Old Physics Building
The University of Melbourne
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SlideShare and YouTube clips will be shown during registration and lunch periods
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Introduction:
Overview of ALTC project, roundtable objectives and agenda.
Participants make brief opening statements.
Small group discussion:
Participants will be pre-allocated to one of 7 small groups.
Each group will draft good practice guidelines for the assessable use of a particular web
2.0 technology, based on the discussion paper provided and on their own expertise.*
Plenary session:
Groups report back the outcome of the discussions.
Lunch
During lunch there will be the opportunity to review the content of wiki pages from the
previous session, exchange ideas and make notes on generalisable and technologyspecific guidelines in preparation for the afternoon session.
Small group discussion:
Participants will be pre-allocated to one of 5 small groups.
Each group will build on the work so far to draft good practice guidelines for the
assessable use of web 2.0 technologies, at one of the stages in the assessment cycle –
designing, conducting, marking, feedback, quality assurance.*
Plenary session:
Groups report back the outcome of the discussions.
Reflection on progress and next steps.
Formal close. Informal discussions continue over drinks
*A scribe will be provided to each group to record discussions and add to the event wiki.

Support for this event has been provided by the Australian Learning and Teaching Council Ltd, an initiative of the
Australian Government Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations. The views expressed during
this event do not necessarily reflect the views of the Australian Learning and Teaching Council.

Contact phone on the day: 0418 318 920 (Kathleen Gray)

